
Submission Release Letter 

Citizen Skull Productions (“Producer”) is engaged in the production and exploitation of 
television and film productions. In this context, Producer reviews various outlines, 
treatments, stories and scripts. Such material may relate to format, theme, characters, 
treatments and/or means of exploiting a production once completed. In order to avoid 
misunderstandings, Producer will not review or discuss ideas, scripts, treatments, 
formats or the like submitted to it on without first obtaining the agreement of the person 
submitting the material to the provisions of this letter. 

The materials submitted must be summarized on the attached as “Schedule A” and 
resubmitted with this letter (the "Material"). 

The following shall constitute our agreement with respect to the Material: By signing the 
enclosed copy of this letter and returning it to us, you hereby acknowledge and agree as 
follows: 

1. You are submitting to Producer the Material for review by Producer. You requested 
this opportunity to submit your Material to Producer and you make this submission 
voluntarily and on an unsolicited basis. 

2. You warrant that you are the sole owner and author of the Material and that you have 
the full right and authorization to submit it to Producer, free of any obligation to any third 
party. 

3. You agree that any part of the Material which is not novel or original and not legally 
protected may be used by Producer without any liability on its part to you and that 
nothing herein shall place Producer in any different position with respect to such non-
novel or original material by reason hereof. 

4.  Producer shall not be under any obligation to you with respect to the Material except 
as  may later be set forth in a fully executed written agreement between you and 
Producer.

5. You realize that Producer has had and will have access to and or may independently 



create or have created ideas, identical to the theme, plot, idea, format or other element 
of the material now being submitted by you and you agree that you will not be entitled to 
any compensation by reason of the use by Producer of such similar or identical 
material. 

6.   The Producer acknowledges that the Material is strictly confidential in nature and 
will be treated as such by the Producer and the Producer further agrees to safeguard 
the Material and control the copies, extracts or reproductions made of the Confidential 
Information. 

7. Unless otherwise expressly agreed to in writing by the parties, the Producer shall 
neither use for its own purposes nor disclose or reveal any portion of the Material to any  
persons or entities, other than employees, representatives or advisors (collectively, the 
"Advisors") of the Producer actively and directly participating in the evaluation of the 
Material.  

In addition, the Producer shall only disclose the Material to those of its Advisors who 
shall reasonably need to have access to the Material for the purpose of evaluating or 
making decisions in rendering advice in connection with the Confidential Information. 

AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED: 

Name of Concept Submitted _______________

Signature ______________________________ 

Print Name _____________________________

Date: __________________________________


